The present article the problems of the contact interaction of infinite and finite elastic stringer with a prestressed elastic strip. The study is performed in the framework of the linearezed theory of elasticity in common form for the theory of large (finite) initial deformations and two variants of the theory of small initial deformations with elastic potential of arbitrary structure. Based on the assume that the stringers load at the same time the vertical and horizontal forces, fair model of bending beams in combination with horizontall elongation. This problem is mathematically formulated as a system of integrodifferential equations of a relatively unknown contact stresses. The system is solved in a closed forms using transformation of Fourier. Expressions of stresses are represented by Fourier integrals with a simple enough structure. Influence of initial stress on the distribution of contact stresses is study and discovered the mechanical effects under the influence of concentrated loads.
Introduction
In the present paper, within the framework of the linearized theory of elasticity, the problem statement and solving problems of contact interaction of the prestressed elastic strip with infinite and finite stringers are presented. The law of distribution and displacement under the stringer, along of contact line, from the action of the concentrated external force is studied.
All the studies are performed in the general form, adhering to the theory of large (finite) initial strains, for compressible and incompressible bodies with arbitrary elastic potentials. For transition to different theories of small initial deformations it is necessary to introduce the simplifications mentioned in [1] .
Isolation of previously unresolved parts of a common problem
Problems arising up at the transmission of loading from infinite and finite stringers to the elastic stripethe classic theory of stress, again becomes relevant, in the cases when there are initial (residual) stresses in a stripe. The special necessity of their consideration arises up because of their importance at research of constructions in general and especially in connection with planning of constructions of aircrafts. We will notice that initial (residual) stresses practically always are in the elements of constructions and details of machines and can cause deformations, destructions, increase a tendency to the loss of stability and internal friction, etc.
In stringent formulation of contact problems for elastic bodies with initial stresses, there is a need to involve the apparatus of nonlinear elasticity theory, which greatly complicates the construction of analytical solutions. But in the case of large (finite) stresses (deformations) it is possible to be limited to consideration the linearized theory of elasticity [1] . In this article, using the relations of the linearized theory of elasticity [2] , the solving of the contact problem for the contact interaction of an infinite and finite stringer with a prestressed strip is presented. The study was carried in a general form for compressible and incompressible bodies for the theory of large (finite) initial strains and two variants of the theory of small initial strains at an arbitrary structure of elastic potential [6, 9] .
Purpose
The study of the influence of initial (residual) stresses on the law of distribution and displacement under the stringer, along of contact line. Further consideration of the class the contact problems about the contact interaction of elastic stringers with a prestressed strip. Study out the influence of initial (residual) stresses on the law of distribution of contact stresses under reinforcements the elements along line of direct contact as a result of the action on the elastic stringer of concentrated force. In the case of some elastic potentials of the simplest structure to make carry out numerical calculations and construction of graphs.
Presentation of the main material
1. The strengthening of the strip an infinite stringer. Boundary conditions. We assume that in the future always there are four principles, which are fundamental in the theory of contact interaction of bodies with initial stresses and so determine the area of its applications. Principle 1. Contact interaction of elastic stringers with infinite (finite) stresses and elastic strip with initial (residual) stresses is transpire after the occurrence of the initial stress state in the strip.
Principle 2. The external load is the acting on an elastic thin stringer causes the initial stresses in the elastic strip to be significantly smaller amount corresponding values to stress state.
Principle 3. The initial stress state of one of the bodies that are in contact interaction has the structure, that in area of theirs contact can (approximately, with a sufficient degree of accuracy) is considers of initial stressed state to be homogeneous.
Principle 4. the Solution of linearized problems theory of the elasticity about the contact interaction of bodies with initial stresses is the only one.
Subject to the conditions 1 -4 in the contact area 
The boundary conditions (1) - (2) together with the principles (1 -4) and equilibrium conditions:
close the formulation of linearized problems on the contact interaction of elastic stringers (finite, infinite ( ;
, which reinforce elastic strip.
From the condition of equilibrium the parts of the stringer   
where D -the stiffness of the elastic stringer.
To determination the unknown displacements   u y , it is necessary to find the field of elastic displacements and stresses in an infinite elastic strip with initial stresses from the influence of the applied on its surface free of pinching of concentrated normal or tangential a unit force ( Fig. 1 ) of applied at an angle  from the force
the Dirac function; P -force. 
where   
The boundary conditions:
As a result of solving the previous problem, the functions of influence from the action of a unit normal force for the case of equal roots of constitutive equation [1, 8, 10] 
are the functions of influence determining displacements of boundary points of the face 2 0 y  of infinite elastic strip with initial (residual) stresses from the unit normal force of
In the case of the action of tangential force for the equal roots 1 2 n n  : 
(10)
To obtain system of integro-differential equations for the unknown contact stresses, we will take into account the equilibrium conditions of the elastic stringer (4), (5) and expressions for displacements (12). Then the system of integro-differential equations has the form: 
Equation (15) For solving the system of integro-differential equations, we use an integral Fourier transforms by 1 y variable [4] . For this purpose, we first differentiate the second equation on 1
y . Next, we use the convolution theorem for Fourier transform. We obtain the value of the contact stresses in the form:
where
is expressed through known functions ij H [5] . Applying the same procedure to the integro-differential equation (14 -15), the contact stress   
The numerical calculations were carried out using a computer program in the package Maple 8, according to the dimensionless quantities   h p t P are the normal contact stresses;
  h q t Q
are the tangential contact stresses. For the simplest elastic potentials: harmonic potential, the potential of Bartenev-Khazanovich and potential of Trelora, graphs are constructed (Fig. 3) .
Fig. 3 -Distribution of the contact stresses under the stringer
Analysis of graphs is shows that in the case of compression   1 1   , the presence of initial stresses in the elastic strip leads to a substantially decrease in the contact stresses, and in the case of stretching   1 1   -to increase them. From the graphs it follows that the effect of the initial stresses is stronger in highly elastic materials.
The strengthening of the strip a finite stringer
In the framework of the linearized theory of elasticity and the formulation of the contact problems for bodies with initial stresses, a contact problem for an elastic strip with initial (residual) stresses is reinforced with a thin finite elastic stringer is considered. Consider the elastic strip with initial stresses of thickness t which is clamped of the face 2 y t   and on some finite part of the face 2 0 y  is reinforced with a stuck (welded) stripe with an elastic thin stringer. The problem is formulated as follows: it is necessary to determine the effect of the initial (residual) stresses in the elastic strip on the law of distribution of the normal and tangential contact stresses within the contact area   q y (Fig. 4) .
On the basis of the superposition principle in the case of equal and unequal roots of the defining equation, we obtain of the displacements:
Satisfying the boundary conditions (1) and with the equation (21) we obtain the basic system of functional equations, with which, after its solution, we find the contact stresses   , ; 
If in the singular integro-differential equation (24) replace the value of an unknown function n  on value (25), then, in accordance with the recurrence relation for the Jacobi polynomials and the orthogonality of Jacobi polynomials, we obtain an infinite system of linear algebraic equations:
After the calculations for specific materials, we obtain graphs of the distribution of loads under the stringer:
Fig. 5 -Distribution of loads under the finite stringers
The calculations were carried out for the dimensionless quantities of contact stresses
The results of calculations for the simplest elastic potentials of the harmonic, the BarthenevKhazanovich potential and the potential of Trelora are shown in the graphs (Fig. 5) . The resulting numerical and graphical results were carried out using in the form of a computer program in the package Maple 8.
The dotted line shows the curves corresponding 1 1   to classical theory of elasticity, the curves corresponding 1 1   -shows the compressive initial stresses, 1 1   -shows the influence of tensile contact stresses for the 2 4   .
From the graphs it follows that the contact stresses on the contact line of the elastic strip with an elastic stringer substantially depend on the initial stresses. A more significant effect of quantitative nature, the initial stresses is caused in highly elastic bodies, compared with more stiffs (harmonic potential). The qualitative effect of the initial stresses is identical nature.
Conclusions
The studies presented in the paper allow us to make generalized conclusions of the influence of initial stresses on the law of distribution of contact forces under an infinite stringer 1. In general case for equal and unequal roots of the defining equation [1] the general method of solution for the problems considered within the framework of linearized theory of this class of problems is formulated. This gives an opportunity to get the solution of the set tasks, if known the solution of analogous linear (without initial stresses) problems.
2. The contact stresses on the contact line with stringer of significantly dependent on the initial stresses. A more significant effect of quantitative nature of initial stresses is caused in highly elastic materials compared with more stiffs materials. Qualitative effect of the initial stresses is identical nature.
3. When initial stresses is approximate to value corresponding to the surface instability, there are phenomena of "resonant" nature, which consist in the fact that the stresses and displacements in the field of contact a sharp of change their value, and the elastic strips with initial stresses are in a state of neutral equilibrium.
